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My Book of Number Games 1-150 is in the 'Math Skills Workbooks for Pre-K' series that covers

ages 4-6. Perfect for children who can recognise and recite numbers from 1 to 150, use this

workbook to help children to further develop their counting abilities. Exercises include drawing a line

from one point to another in numerical order while saying each number out loud, as well as

matching each number and coloring in the blank spaces.
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I love to use these Kumon workbooks with my First Graders. They love them too. Each page has

too sides. One side is a challenging connect the dot with great images. The connect the dots are

great for developing numeracy skills. Usually connect the dots are so obvious that it doesn't really

challenge the kids' numeracy skills but not with these. They really have to think about which number

comes next since they don't usually know what the picture is. It is also really useful for developing

fine motor skills. The back of the page is a picture that is revealed by the children coloring

numbered boxes with a particular color. In other words they will color all the 71's violet-blue, all the

73's midnight blue. As the color a picture emerges. The kids are always thrilled to tell me what the

picture is. As you can imagine, these coloring activities are great for teaching numbers and colors.



Though Kumon calls this book Number Games it is basically a set of 38 dot to dot pictures and 38

color by number pictures that reveal a hidden picture when completed correctly. The book alternates

between the two types of activities and they become increasingly more difficult as the student works

their way through the book. I especially like the color by number pictures as they reinforce color

words as well as number recognition and following direction skills. However for some reason the

authors refer to pink as "carnation pink" and distinguish between such colors as red violet and

purple violet which could be confusing if the child's crayon box calls these colors by different names.

There are small finished examples (in color) of what both types of pictures should look like when

done according to the directions at the back so the child can self check if they like. All in all a fun

activity book.

I should have started with 1-70, but went straight to this one because my son is 5. I think I

overwhelmed him and he got bored after a while. The series is great, but my recommendation is to

start at the beginning and build up.

This book has 38 dot-to-dot and 38 color-by-number pictures, alternating, plus answer key and

certificate of achievement at the end. There's also a nice diagram for teaching children to hold a

pencil properly on the inside front cover. The dot-to-dots start at 1-70 and work up to 1-150 towards

the end. The dot-to-dots aren't just easy outlines, you have to some hunting for the next number,

and they are a nice challenge for the suggested age range I think. The color-by-numbers start with 2

colors and work up to 7 towards the end. The colors are just text, no color indicator - so your child

will need to know their colors already or have help. In the pictures, there are "extra" numbers that

you don't color (leave white) which really frustrates my 4 year old who wants every number to be a

color.I love the Kumon books and this is another great one, but my 4 year old doesn't really enjoy it.

I do think he'll like it more when he's a little older.

Absolutely love this product. My four year old son was having difficulty counting past 50 but once he

started working in this book he was able to count to 150 in no time at all. He loved this book and

completed several pages each day. This was our introduction to Kumon which we enjoyed so much

that I bought several other Kumon books.

A great companion book to Numbers 1-120. My 4.5 year old finished it in about one month with



some adult guidance. If you truly wanted your child to do this completely independently, then I would

wait to age 5 to start this. Just a note to buyers--this book uses colors that are outside the usually 8

color crayons crayon color range. You will need a box of 64 colors to complete the color by numbers

in order to do the blue violet, red orange, yellow green, and blue green colors that are part of the

book.

So far so good, I like the style that the book was made. Kumon obviously has a great teaching

technique which shows in the book. It starts out easier and gets increasingly more challenging. As

an added bonus the illustrations are fun and a little cute, and the paper quality is really nice (thick

cardstock style pages, which is great in my house). I bought the Kumon books because my son

needed a little supplemental work to practice his letters, words, and numbers. So far he is super

excited and feeling confident about his "homework".

My six year old received this for xmas and loves it! He definitely has always enjoyed dot to dot and

color by number, so this book is a hit with him. The Kumon workbooks really are great quality books,

and I would recommend them highly!
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